Minutes from TFA EC MTG on 11/4/2019:
Present: Joe Uhler, Vicky Beard, Rory McKenzie, Ryan Lovell, Ryan Hennessey, Michelle Watkins, Yolanda Silva, John Mast, Lilly Adeyemi, Kirsten Nash
1. This week Joe will take care of the following: hotel block for TFA State, website for TFA State, Trophy bids
2. Ombudsmen for State: Roberta Grenfeld
3. TFA State Debate Tab Director - Kandi King (Rich Edwards assisting); TFA State IE Tab Director - Randy Ellis
4. New WSD Motions are up on Txfa.org
5. Unpaid schools list has shrunk to only 3-4. They are working to pay dues
6. Tabroom in Congress: This weekend, the school had some difficulty tabbing using tabroom.
7. Panels for TSCA Convention: Due to TSCA VP in early December
8. Joe asked Region Reps to recommend people to put in Tab, Judges, & Extemp Draw
9. Joe and John met with Brent Hinkle to discuss judges and prepare JOY for TFA State
10. Judges will go through JOY for TFA State
11. Ryan Hennessey will contact the Ad Hoc Committee to look into the Title I Schools receiving a discount at TFA State
12. According to Nathaniel Council, there were 76 pieces of legislation submitted for new docket
13. Joe will ask WSD committee if they would be willing to make a judge training tape for TFA STATE
14. Shawn Mena has confirmed the speaker at the Breakfast of Champions at State
15. Our superintendent Kenneth Rohrbach will be invited to attend TFA State, speak at awards, and judge a round (if he is available)
16. Lilly has spoken to Dave Huston and will talk to Scott Wunn of NSDA, and then she will have a conversation with Brent Hinkle - b/c the goal for 2021 is to use online ballots at state